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Abstract - SoaML (Service oriented architecture Modeling Language) diagrams are the basic modeling artifacts for Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). These SoaML models can also be used for testing Service-Oriented Software (SOS). Testing can be planned at design phase of software development life cycle. With this context, we present a novel technique to compute dynamic slices for Service-Oriented Software (SOS) based on SoaML Sequence Diagram. In our technique, we first map each message in sequence diagram with the corresponding web service messages. This mapping is observable. After that we construct an intermediate representation of SoaML sequence diagram which we called as Service-Oriented Software Dependence Graph (SOSDG) which is an intermediate representation that needs to be stored and traversed to get dynamic slice as and when web service gets executed. This SOSDG identifies data, control, intra-service and inter-service dependencies from SoaML sequence diagram and from web service execution. For a given slicing criterion our algorithm computes global dynamic slice from SOSDG and identifies the affected service. The novelty of our work lies in computation of global dynamic slice based on SOSDG, it’s dependencies induced within or across organizations and small slices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays many organizations are shifting their focus from technology oriented business process to Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) based business process. This paradigm shift occurs due to major advantages offered by SOA over the traditional manual business process. SOA enables organizations to align their business process with changing customer needs, creating flexible, agile business environments. Understanding such dynamic SOA enables one to have great insight and comprehension of a business process. But it is often a difficult task. Design models help organizations to simplify, visualize business processes. UML has been widely used a general purpose modeling language for object-oriented systems which is not intended for modeling distributed systems like SOA. SoaML (Service oriented architecture Modelling Language), a language which models SOA, specified by OMG and being supported by major IT vendors like IBM, Visual Paradigm, open source organization Eclipse etc, is an emerging standards for modeling distributed systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section presents related work. Section 3 introduces a service-oriented software choreography example of buying a product from online seller and its mapping with web services. Section 4 presents basic definitions relevant to our proposed algorithm and extensions to dynamic slicing technique. Our intermediate representation SOSDG is discussed in Section 5. Section 6 presents our algorithm MBGDS for computing global dynamic slice of service-oriented software, it’s working and theoretical complexity analysis. Section 7 presents proof of concept covering our tool SOSDS’s design, implementation, data sets and results obtained. Section 8 compare our work with related work. And finally, Section 9 concludes the work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we, briefly presents the reported work on program slicing, architectural and UML model based slicing. Most of the work reported in the literature are focused on development of technique for slicing UML models like class diagram, sequence diagram, use case diagram, activity diagram etc.

A natural way of localizing an error is to consider only those statements of a program, which tends to the erroneous behaviour being observed. Often this results in
Zhao [14] was the first one to introduce the concept of architectural slicing based on Architectural Description Language (ADL) ACME. He define component-connector dependency, connector component dependency, and addi-tional dependency. He proposed an algorithm to compute architectural slice based on SADG (Software Architecture Dependency Graph). He extended his previous work [13] by introducing Architectural Information Flow Graph with information flow arcs like component-connector, connector-component, and internal flow arcs based on Wright ADL. Kim et al. [36] have introduced Dynamic Software Architecture Slicing (DSAS) as set of architect components and connectors that are relevant to the particular variable and events of interest at some point during the execution of software architecture. Korel et al.[3] have presented deterministic and nondeterministic slicing based on EFSMs (Extended Finite State Machines). They also develop a tool to demonstrate their slicing technique. Kagdi [10] have introduces concept of model slice, which extracts slice from a class diagram.

Samuel et al. [26] have presented a technique to test object-oriented software using dynamic slice technique on UML sequence diagram. They used message guards on sequence diagram to generate dynamic slice with respect to each conditional predicates. Slices are generated from the dependencies graph for all the variables at each message point in sequence diagram. Their approach suggest that they computed static slice.

Samuel et al. [27] have generated test case from UML communication diagram. They generated communication tree from communication diagram (CD), performs post-order traversal on conditional predicates and apply function minimization technique to generate test data. They implemented a tool named UTG (UML behavioral Test case Generator) to demonstrate generation of test cases.

Soldal et al.[23] defines a test generation scheme based on a conformance testing and a formal operational semantics for sequence diagrams, which takes input as sequence diagrams that may contain the operators assert and neg and that produces tests in the form of sequence diagrams. The algorithm is based on a formal operational semantics for sequence diagrams and is an adaption of J. Tretmans et al.[11]. The operational semantics and the test generation algorithm are implemented in term rewriting language Maude defined by M. Clavel [19].

Lallchandani et al. [12, 17] have used generic class diagram and generic sequence diagram and integrated them to generate Model Dependency Graph (MDG). They proposed an algorithm AMSMT (Architectural Model Slicing through MDG Traversal) to produce the static and dynamic architectural model slices. The algorithm traverses the edges of Model Dependency Graph (MDG) according to slicing criterion. They developed a tool which computes a dynamic slice from UML architectural models.

NODA et al. [16] have extended their own work on dynamic slicing of sequence diagram. They generated Behavior Model (B-model), defines various dependencies and calculates slice. They support their work by incorporating exceptions and multi-threading programs. They implemented a tool as Eclipse plug-in to demonstrate their proposed method.

Prasanna et al. [20] have presented a model based approach for automated generation of test cases in object-oriented systems. They consider UML object diagram and genetic algorithms tree crossover operator to generate new generation tree. The new generation of trees are converted into binary trees. Then, depth first search traversal is performed on binary trees to generate test cases.

Sharma et al. [24] have presented Use case Diagram Graph (UDG) and Sequence Diagram Graph (SDG) for generating test cases from use case and sequence diagrams respectively. They integrated UDG and SDG into System Testing Graph (STG). The STG is traversed to get test cases. They use a PIN authentication scenario of an ATM system. Also they implemented a tool with the help of MagicDraw and Rational Rose.
Kundu et al. [5] have presented an approach for generating test cases from UML 2.0 activity diagrams with use case scope. They define an activity path coverage criterion. Additionally, the generated test cases are capable of detecting various types of faults which may occur.

Swain et al. [31] have illustrated a method to derive test cases from analysis artifacts such as use cases, and their corresponding sequence diagrams. They generated test cases from Use Case Dependency Graph (UDG) and Concurrent Control Flow Graph (CCFG) from use case diagram and corresponding sequence diagram respectively. They generated test case using full predicate coverage criteria. They used Library Information System (LIS) to demonstrate their work.

Nayak et al. [2] have proposed an approach of synthesizing test data from information available from class diagrams, sequence diagrams and Object Constraint Language (OCL) constraints. They generated a Structured Composite Graph (SCG), incorporating system wide information from which test cases are generated.

Shanthi et al. [1] have focused on test case generation from UML sequence diagram using genetic algorithm. They extract information from sequence diagram and create a Sequence Dependency Table (SDT). With the help of SDT test path are generated. Then Genetic Algorithm are used to prioritize test cases.

Kosindrdecha [25] have proposed a technique to derive and generate tests from state chart diagram. They carried out an extensive literature survey and classified various test generation techniques as specification-based techniques, sketch diagram-based techniques, and source code-based techniques.

Grigorjevs et al. [15] presented a testing technique for model generation from UML sequence diagram to UML Testing profile. They discussed principles of model transformation to generate test cases from sequence diagram and shows practical approach to specific model.

Patnaik et al. [4] have put an effort to represent dead-lock situations with the help of graph in a distributed environment. They proposed an algorithm to detect deadlock with the help of real time banking system and generated test cases for it.

Panthi et al. [39, 38] have generated test cases from sequence diagram automatically. They named their approach as Automatically Test Sequences Generation from Sequence Diagram (ATGSD). In ATGSD, they first convert the sequence diagram into Sequence graph then, the graph is traversed to select the predicate functions. Next they transform the predicate into source code. Then, they construct the Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM) from the code. Finally, they generate the test data corresponding to the transformed predicate functions and store the generated test data for future use. They demonstrate their work based on bank ATM system and tool based on ModelJUnit library.

Sumalatha et al. [37] have presented a new technique to generate test case from integrating UML activity and sequence diagram. They uses breadth first search on activity sequence graph which is generated from merging activity and sequence diagram. Priya et al. [30] have generated test path from UML sequence diagram of a medical consultation system. Swain et al. [28] uses condition slicing and generate test cases from UML interaction diagrams. They generated test cases from message flow dependence graph from UML sequence diagram and then applies conditioned slicing on a predicate node of the graph.

Meena [6] have proposed an approach to generate test cases from UML sequence diagram and interaction overview diagram. They transforms the sequence diagram and interaction overview diagram to an intermediate form called UML interaction graph (UIG) using XMI code. Then, UIG is traversed to find the all valid path and generate test cases. Kaur et al. [21] have developed a methodology to derive test cases using conditional predicate.

### III. SERVICE-ORIENTED SOFTWARE EXAMPLE: ONLINE SHOPPING SYSTEM

Let’s take a real world example to demonstrate service-oriented software choreography. Buying a product from the online retailer is a good example of service-oriented software choreography. Generally, a product seller registers its product with online retailer. Other service providers may also register for shipping and logistic service with retailer too. These registration service interface is being provided by online retailer. When a customer wants to buy a product, he/she searches it over the online retailer. Thus, searching a product by customer...
represents a web service. Once the product is found the customer goes for buying it. The buying service is a composite service which checks for user login. Again this login service is being provided by re-tailer for their registered users or users may sign up or else uses the third-party login service like www.facebook.com or www.gmail.com. Once the customer successfully logged on, he/she can go for make payment or adding the product to shopping cart for later payment or uses the Cash On Delivery (COD) service options. The payment service interface is being provided by various banks. User selects the type of card, the bank and other information and proceeds for payment. Once the transaction is successful the order is being confirmed and the product is being sent to the customer address. This service-oriented software choreography is best described using SoaML sequence diagram shown as in Fig. 1.

In this service choreography, we can see that the product registration(), couriercompany registration(), login(), signup(), search(), and add to cart() are the services being provided by online retailer, while make payment(), make courier() and thirdparty login() services are being provided by other service providers or parties.

The successful registration of sellers or courier companies depends on Service Level Aggrement (SLA) defined by mutual understanding between parties. This SLA defines interfaces, choreography and any terms and conditions. The Service Level Agreement(SLA), binds both the parties about how a service is to be provided and consumed. These service contracts can be best modeled as SoaML service contract diagram as shown in Fig. 2.

III. A STATIC MAPPING OF SERVICE CHOREOGRAPHY MESSAGE WITH WEB SERVICE

By looking up the choreography messages one can carry out a generic mapping of service choreography messages with web service. Fig. 3 shows this mapping along with choreography message fragments. It maps the input message to the corresponding Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) request message of web service and output messages with Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) response messages. This mapping is useful to run and analyze the web service with corresponding SOAP messages.

IV. EXTENSIONS TO DYNAMIC SLICING TECHNIQUE

Before presenting our dynamic slicing algorithm, we introduce a few definitions that would be used in our algorithm. Also, we extend definitions pertaining to compute dynamic slice.

Definition 1: def(m)
Let m be a message node in Service-Oriented Software Choreography (SOSC). A node n is said to be def(m) node if n it defines(assigns) values to variables of message m.

Definition 2: use(m)
Let m be a message node in SOSC. A node n is said to be use(m) node if n uses the values of variables assigned by message m.

Definition 3: recentDef(m)
For each message m, recentDef(m) represents the node corresponding to the most recent definition of the message variable def(m) in particular Service Execution History (SEH).

Definition 4: Web Service Control Flow Graph (WSCFG)
A Web Service Control Flow Graph (WSCFG) of a Service-Oriented Software Choreography SOSC is a directed graph (N, E, Start, Stop), where each node n 2 N represents message of service choreography SOSC, while each edge e 2 E represents control transfer among nodes. Nodes Start and Stop are two unique nodes representing entry and exit of the program P, respectively. There is a directed edge from node a to node b if control may flow from node a to node b. The WSCFG of a service-oriented software given in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 4.

Definition 5: Service Execution Case
A test case is a triplet [I,S,O] where I is the input to the system at state S and O is the expected output. It consists of run-time input values read by the sequential program. This definition is insufficient for SOA based software which gives various challenges due to its inherent features like
We define Service Execution Case (SEC) as being the set of information required to guarantee repeatability. By repeatability, we mean that each service executes same message and execution of each message sees the same values for each of the service variables. A Service Execution Case must consider non-determinism.

**Definition 6: Service Execution Point**

In sequential program, the execution point is a point in that flow of execution. An execution point is defined for a process and for the occurrence of statement that has been executed by this process. Because of multiple flow of execution in Service-Oriented Software (SOS) we define a Service Execution Point (SEP) by a pair \((S_k, M_j)\) where \(M_j\) is the \(j\)th occurrence of message \(M_i\) executed by the web service \(S_k\).

This definition imposes that the service has already been executed that occurrence of the message or currently executing it. It allows the same messages to be executed by various services.

**Definition 7: Service Execution History**

An execution history is defined for specific execution case. A Service Execution History (SEH) is the sequence of Service Execution Points (SEPs) in the order in which they are executed by the services.
Definition 8: Service Choreography Execution History
It merges the Service Execution History (SEH) of each service into a single set. Sorting such set is difficult due to distributed environment. But it is the important to maintain the order in which one SEP has influenced the execution of another. It is possible to have more than one Service Choreography Execution History (SCEH) for given service execution case.

Definition 9: Slicing Criterion for Service-Oriented Software Choreography
We define the slicing criterion for the Service-Oriented Software Choreography (SOSC) as the triplet \((\text{var}, S_k, M^i_j, \text{SEC})\) where var is the message variable used at \(m\), and \((S_k, M^i_j)\) is Service Execution Point (SEP) with input Service Execution Case (SEC).

IV.I EXTENSIONS TO DEPENDENCY

In this subsection we define some new dependencies like intra-service and inter-service dependencies which arises due to service-oriented software and then we define local dynamic slice and global dynamic slice.

Definition 10: Intra-Service Dependency
In a sequential program the occurrence of the statements on which the current statement is dependent have already been executed. This is not necessarily correct for Service-Oriented Software (SOS). Intra-Service Dependencies are used to indicate that the state of service at that point depends on the execution of a message by another service. We define intra-service dependence edge \((n_i, n_j)\) as being an edge denoting that:

1. the two nodes \((n_i, n_j)\) are being executed by two distinct services, \(S_i\) and \(S_j\) respectively; and

2. the state of service \(S_i\) at node \(n_i\) directly depends on the execution of the node \(n_j\) by service \(S_j\).

3. These service \(S_i\) and \(S_j\) are being provided by a single service provider.

Intra-service dependencies can also reflect data or control dependencies.

Definition 11: Inter-Service Dependency
We define inter-service dependence edge \((n_i, n_j)\) as being an edge denoting that:

1. the two nodes \((n_i, n_j)\) are being executed by two distinct services \(S_i\) and \(S_j\) respectively; and
2. The state of service \( S_i \) at node \( n_i \) directly depends on the execution of the node \( n_j \) by service \( S_j \).

3. These service \( S_i \) and \( S_j \) are being provided by more than one service provider.

Inter-service dependencies may also reflect data or control dependencies.

The dynamic slice computation is based on all the types of dependencies that have been defined earlier. We define two types of dynamic slices Global Dynamic Slice and Local Dynamic Slice.

**Definition 12: Global Dynamic Slice of Service-Oriented Software Choreography**

We define global dynamic slice of Service-Oriented Software Choreography \( \text{SOSC} \) with respect to the slicing criterion \((\text{var}, (S_k, M'_{k}), \text{SEC})\) as the subset of Service Choreography \( \text{SOSC} \) messages whose execution really affected the value of message variable \( \text{var} \), as observed at the service execution point \((S_k, M'_{k})\), for the service execution case \( \text{SEC} \).

**Definition 13: Local Dynamic Slice of Service-Oriented Software Choreography**

We define local dynamic slice for a service \( S_l \) with respect to a slicing criterion \((\text{var}, (S_k, M'_{k}), \text{SEC})\) as the subset of service \( S_l \) messages whose execution really affect the value of the given message variable \( \text{var} \), as observed at the service execution point \((S_k, M'_{k})\), for the service execution case \( \text{SEC} \). It is a way to filter out messages other than executed by service \( S_l \).

**V. SERVICE-ORIENTED SOFTWARE DEPENDENCE GRAPH (SOSDG): OUR INTERMEDIATE REPRESENTATION OF SERVICE-ORIENTED SOFTWARE**

This section introduces a method for efficient representation of Service-Oriented Software in SOA environment. This representation is later used to compute dynamic slices. We name this representation Service-Oriented Software Dependence Graph (SOSDG). Each message in a sequence diagram is represented as a node along with their number, in SOSDG. This message node also maps with corresponding input or output message of web service. This SOSDG captures control dependencies from static analysis of sequence diagram. It also captures data, intra-service and inter-service dependencies from run time.
analysis of cor-responding web service execution. The inter-service de-pen-dencies may cross organizational boundaries. We also de-pict web service nodes for simplifying the SOSDG along with mapped numbers. The web service node may belong to more than one service provider. Fig. 5 shows the SOSDG for Fig. 1.

Further, Service-Oriented Software Dependence Graph (SOSDG) can be defined for a Service Choreography Execution History (SCEH). It is a two-tuple (S,G), where S is the set of service nodes and G is the set of Web Service Control Flow Graph (WSCFG). The Web Service Control Flow Graph (WSCFG) is a two-tuple (M,A), where M is the set of message nodes and A is the set of dependence edges that we defined earlier. The Web Service Control Flow Graph (WSCFG) shows the control dependencies of message occurrence within that graph. In addition data, intra-service and inter-service dependence connects occurrence of messages of distinct graphs. This set of Web Service Dependence Graphs and the edges between them form the Service-Oriented Software Dependence Graph (SOSDG). For any instance of Service Choreography Execution History (SCEH) it contains all the web services which have ex-ecuted at least one message in that SCEH. If a web service is contained in that set, its Web Service Control Flow Graph (WSCFG) is a subgraph of the Service-Oriented Software Dependence Graph (SOSDG). When a web service executes its first message it is added to S and this message forms the first node of its WSCFG. When a web service executes other messages, its WSCFG is updated.

VI. MARKING BASED GLOBAL DYNAMIC SLICING (MBGDS) ALGORITHM

In this section, first we briefly describe our MBGDS algorithm. Then, we present the pseudo-code of the algorithm. Subsequently, we discuss the complexity of our algorithm.

VI. OVERVIEW OF THE MBGDS ALGORITHM

We first provide a brief overview of our global dynamic slicing algorithm. Before execution of a service-oriented software choreography SOSC and its services, WSCFG and SOSDG are constructed statically. We permanently mark the control dependence edges as they don't change during the execution of services. We consider all the data dependence edges, intra-service dependence edges and inter-service dependence edges for marking and unmarking during run-time. During execution of the SOSC and services we mark an edge when its associated dependence exists, and unmark when its associated dependence ceases to exist. After each message m is executed, we unmark

![Figure 5. The SOSDG of the service choreography of Fig. 1](image-url)
all incoming marked dependence edges excluding the control dependence edges, associated with the service $S_i$, corresponding to the previous execution of the node $m$. Then, we mark the dependence edges corresponding to the present execution of the node $m$.

During the execution of the Service-Oriented Software Choreography $SOSC$, let Global Dynamic Slice $(s,m)$ denote the global dynamic slice with respect to the most recent execution of the node $m$, for given SEC. Let $\{(z_1,m),(z_2,m),\ldots,(z_k,m)\}$ be all the marked incoming dependence edges of $m$ in the updated SOSDG after the execution of message $m$. Then, it is clear that global dynamic slice with respect to the present execution of the node $m$, for the service $S_i$, with input SEC, is given by

$$\text{Global Dynamic Slice} (s,m) = \{z_1, z_2, \ldots, z_k\}$$

Our slicing algorithm works in three main phases:

**Phase 1: Construction of the intermediate representation graph.**

- **Node Construction**
  - Create two special nodes start and stop
  - For each message $m$ of a Service-Oriented Software Choreography $SOSC$ do the following:
    - create a node $m$
    - Initialize the node with message variables used or defined.

- **Add control flow edges**
  - for each node $n$ in the scope of $m$ do the following
    - Add control dependence edge $(n, m)$ and mark it.

**Phase 2: Managing the SOSDG at run-time.**

**Phase 3: Computing and displaying the global dynamic slice.**

In phase 1 of our MBGDS algorithm, the WSCFG is constructed from a static analysis of the SOSC. Also at this stage, using the WSCFG the static SOSDG is constructed. The phase 2 of the algorithm is responsible for maintaining the SOSDG during run-time. The maintenance of the SOSDG at run-time involves marking and unmarking the different dependencies such as data dependencies, control dependencies, intra-service dependencies and inter-service dependencies as they arise and cease. The phase 3 is responsible for computing the global dynamic slice for a given slicing criterion using updated SOSDG. It also lookups the global dynamic slice during run-time. So, when a request for a slice is made, it is obtained quickly. Thus, after statically constructing the SOSDG of a given service

$S_i$ in a service-oriented software choreography $SOSC$, our global dynamic slicing algorithm can compute global dynamic slice with respect to any given slicing criterion. We now present our MBGDS algorithm for service-oriented software choreography in the form of pseudo-code.

**Algorithm**: Marking Based Global Dynamic Slicing (MBGDS) Algorithm.

**Input**: Service-Oriented Software Choreography $SOSC$ and Slicing Criterion $(\text{var}, (S_i,M^f_i), \text{SEC})$ // Slicing criterion given during run-time

**Output**: Computed Global Dynamic Slice // Global dynamic slices extracted during run-time

**Phase 1: Constructing Static Graphs WSCFG and SOSDG**

1. **WSCFG Construction**
   - (a) **Node Construction**
     - i. Create two special nodes start and stop
     - ii. For each message $m$ of a Service-Oriented Software Choreography $SOSC$ do the following:
       - A. create a node $m$
       - B. Initialize the node with message variables used or defined.

   - (b) **Add control flow edges**
     - for each node $n_i$ do the following
       - for each node $n_j$ do the following
         - Add control flow edge $(n_i, n_j)$ if control flow from node $n_i$ to node $n_j$.

2. **SOSDG Construction**
   - (a) **Add control dependence edges**
     - for each test(predicate) node $n_i$ do the following
       - for each node $n_j$ in the scope of $n_i$ do the following
         - Add control dependence edge $(n_i, n_j)$ and mark it.

   - (b) **Add data dependence edges**
     - for each node $n_i$ do the following
       - for each message variable used at $n_i$ do the following
for each reaching definition \( n_j \) of message variable do the following Add data dependence edge \((n_i, n_j)\) and unmark it.

(c) **Add intra-service dependence edges**

for each node \( n_i \) in service \( S_i \) do the following for each node \( n_j \) in service \( S_j \) do the following

Add intra-service dependence edge \((n_i, n_j)\) if edge is either data or control dependence edge and the state of service \( S_i \) at node \( n_i \) directly depends on the execution of the node \( n_j \) by service \( S_j \) and both services are provided within organization. Unmark it.

(d) **Add inter-service dependence edges**

for each node \( n_i \) in service \( S_i \) do the following for each node \( n_j \) in service \( S_j \) do the following

Add inter-service dependence edge \((n_i, n_j)\) if edge is either data or control dependence edge and the state of service \( S_i \) at node \( n_i \) directly depends on the execution of the node \( n_j \) by service \( S_j \) and both services are provided by more than one service providers. Unmark it.

**Phase 2: Managing SOSDG at run-time**

1. **Initialization:** Do the following before execution of each message \( m \) of services \( S_i \) of the Service-Oriented Software Choreography (SOSC), consisting of set \((S_1, S_2, ..., S_k)\).

(a) Set Global Dynamic Slice \((s, m)\) = \(\emptyset\) for every message \( m \) used or defined at every node \( m \) of the SOSDG.

(b) Set \( recentDef(m) = \text{NULL} \) for each message variables in service \( S_i \).

// end of initialization

2. **Runtime Update of SOSDG:** Run the web services and carry out the following after each message \( m \) of the service corresponding to the SOSC \( s \) and SEC for each \( S_i \) of SOSC gets executed.

(a) Unmark all incoming marked dependence edges excluding the control dependence edges, if any, associated with message \( m \) of the service \( S_i \), corresponding to the previous execution of the node \( m \).

(b) Update data dependencies: For every message variable used at node \( m \), mark the incoming data dependence edge corresponding to the most recent definition \( recentDef(m) \) of the service \( S_i \) in SEH.

(c) Update intra-service dependencies: If \( m \) is use(m) node, then mark the incoming intra-service dependence edge, if any, corresponding the associated \( def(m) \) node which belongs to same party.

(d) Update inter-service dependencies: If \( m \) is use(m) node, then mark the incoming inter-service dependence edge, if any, corresponding the associated \( def(m) \) node which belongs to other party.

(e) Update the global dynamic slice for different dependencies:

i. Handle data dependency: Let \( f(d_1,m), ..., (d_k,m) \) be the set of marked incoming data dependencies to \( m \). Then,
\[ \text{Global Dynamic Slice}(m) = \text{Global Dynamic Slice}(d_1) \cup \text{Global Dynamic Slice}(d_2) \cup ... \cup \text{Global Dynamic Slice}(d_k), \]
where \( \{d_1, d_2, ..., d_k\} \) are the initial nodes of the corresponding marked incoming edges of \( m \).

ii. Handle control dependency: Let \( (c, m) \) bethe marked control dependence edge. Then,
\[ \text{Global Dynamic Slice}(m) = \text{Global Dynamic Slice}(m) \cup \{c\} \cup \text{Global Dynamic Slice}(c). \]

iii. Handle intra-service dependency: Let \( m \) be a use(m) node and \( (x, m) \) be the marked intra-service dependence edge associated with corresponding \( def(m) \) node \( x \) within organization. Then,
\[ \text{Global Dynamic Slice}(m) = \text{Global Dynamic Slice}(m) \cup \{x\} \cup \text{Global Dynamic Slice}(x). \]

iv. Handle inter-service dependency: Let \( m \) be a use(m) node and \( (y, m) \) be the marked inter-service dependence edge associated with corresponding \( def(m) \) node \( y \) across an organization. Then,
Global Dynamic Slice(m) =
\[ \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(m) \cup \{y\} \cup \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(y). \]

**Phase 3: Computing and displaying the global dynamic slice.**

1. **Global Dynamic Slice Computation:**

   (a) For every message variable m used at node m do the following:
   
   Let (d, m) be a marked data dependence edge corresponding to the most recent definition of the message variable, (c,m) be the marked control dependence edge, (x,m) be the marked intra-service dependence edge, and (y,m) be the marked inter-service dependence edge. Then,
   
   Global Dynamic Slice(s, m) =
   \{d, c, x, y\} \cup \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(d) \cup \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(c) \cup \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(x) \cup \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(y).

   (b) For message variable defined at node m, do
   
   Global Dynamic Slice (s, m) =
   \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(m) \cup \{m\}.

2. **Global Dynamic Slice Look Up**

   (a) If a slicing command (s,m) is given for a service-oriented software choreography SOSC, SEC and for particular message variable m, carry out the following:
   
   i. Look up Global Dynamic Slice(s, m) for the content of the slice.
   
   ii. Display the resulting slice.

   (b) If the services of SOSC has not terminated, go to step 2 of Phase 2.

**VI.II WORKING OF MBGDS ALGORITHM**

We are interested in computing the global dynamic slice of service-oriented software choreography shown in Fig. 1 with respect to the slicing criterion (order no, (S8,M111), f_seller name= XY, contact address= China, product name=AB, quantity=1000, price=12999, user name= YZ, password= temp 123456g). The updated SOSDG after applying Phase 2 of our algorithm is shown in Fig. 6. We will explain how our algorithm computes the slice. To the input given in SEC, our algorithm MBGDS will executes the message nodes f1, 1.1, 8.1.1.2.1, 8.1.1.2.1.1, 8.1.1.2.1.1.1, 9, 9.1, 4, 4.1, 9.2, 11g. The global dynamic slice is computed as below:

Global Dynamic Slice (S8,M111) = Global Dynamic Slice (9.2) \{11\} = \{1, 1.1, 8.1.1.2.1, 8.1.1.2.1.1, 8.1.1.2.1.1.1, 9, 9.1, 4, 4.1, 9.2, 11\}

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(9.2) &= \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(9.1) \cup \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(9.2) \cup \{9.2\} = \{1, 1.1, 8.1.1.2.1, 8.1.1.2.1.1, 8.1.1.2.1.1.1, 9, 4, 4.1, 9.2\}
\text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(4.1) &= \{4, 4.1\} \cup \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(4.1) \cup \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(9.1) = \{1, 1.1, 8.1.1.2.1, 8.1.1.2.1.1.1, 9, 4, 4.1\}
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(9.1) &= \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(4.1) \cup \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(9) \cup \{9\} = \{1, 1.1, 8.1.1.2.1, 8.1.1.2.1.1, 8.1.1.2.1.1.1, 9\}
\text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(9) &= \{8.1.1.2.1.1.1\} \cup \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(8.1.1.2.1.1.1) \cup \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(8.1.1.2.1.1.1) = \{1, 1.1, 8.1.1.2.1.1.1\}
\text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(8.1.1.2.1.1.1) &= \{8.1.1.2.1.1.1\} \cup \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(8.1.1.2.1.1.1) = \{1, 1.1, 8.1.1.2.1.1\}
\text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(8.1.1.2.1.1) &= \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(8.1.1.2.1.1) \cup \{8.1.1.2.1.1\} = \{1, 1.1, 8.1.1.2.1.1\}
\text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(8.1.1.2.1) &= \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(8.1.1.2.1) \cup \{8.1.1.2.1\} = \{1, 1.1, 8.1.1.2.1\}
\text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(1) &= \text{Global\_Dynamic\_Slice}(1) \cup \{1\} = \{1, 1.1\}
\end{align*} \]
VI.III SALIENT FEATURE OF MBGDS ALGORITHM

The important features of the MBGDS algorithm are listed below.

- It computes correct global dynamic slices with respect to any valid slicing criterion.
- It can handle inter-service communication and intra-service communication by using WSDL.
- No trace files are generated. All information are maintained and updated dynamically for all services and are discarded at run-time of a SOSC on termination of a service.
- It does not create any additional message nodes during run-time. This saves the expensive message node creation steps.
- When a request for a slice is made, it is easily available through slicer service. No serialization of the events of the services are required due to slicing based on sequence diagram. It can be easily extended to accommodate dynamic slices of cloud based programs.

VI.IV COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF MBGDS ALGORITHM

In the following section, we analyze the time and space complexities of our MBGDS algorithm.

Time complexity:
To determine the time complexity of our MBGDS algorithm, we have considered barometer instructions which significantly contributes for the computation of the slice. The first instruction is related with the time required for running web services and updation of SOSDG. The second instruction corresponds to the time required to look up the data structure to retrieve the slice. Let n be the total number of messages of the web services. Then \( O(n^2) \) time is required to compute and update SOSDG. And n will be the length of execution of web services involved in SOSC, then the run-time complexity of the MBGDS algorithm would be \( O(n^3) \). We consider constant amount of time i.e., \( O(1) \) for slice look up, which is negligible.

Space complexity
Let a service-oriented software choreography SOSC have n messages. The space complexity for step 1 of Phase 1 would be \( O(n^3) + O(n) + O(3) \). The required space for step 2 of Phase 2 would be \( O(n^3) + O(n^3) + O(n^3) \). For n messages in SOSC, the space required to store dynamic slice would be \( O(n^3) \) and \( O(n^2) \) space is required to store the recentDef. So, the space complexity of our MBGDS algorithm would be \( O(n^3) \).

VII. PROOF OF CONCEPT

In this section, we present a tool for SOSDG construction and discuss the experimental results obtained using the tool.
VII. SOSDS: AN SOS DYNAMIC SLICING TOOL

In this section, we present a brief description of a tool which we have developed to implement our global dynamic slicing algorithm for Service-Oriented Software (SOS). We have named our tool as Service-Oriented Software Dynamic Slicer (SOSDS). Our tool can compute the global dynamic slice of a service-oriented software with respect to any given slicing criterion. Currently, the SOSDS supports inter-service communication and intra-service communication using WSDL. In the following, we briefly discuss the design, implementation, and working of our slicing tool.

VIII. DESIGN OF SOSDS

The high level design of our implementation SOSDS has been depicted in Fig. 7.

![Figure 7. Schematic design of SOSDS](image)

The SOSDS takes input an SoaML sequence diagram comprising the parties and their interactions, in XMI format. This is parsed by the DOM Parser module, which gathers information regarding parties participating in interactions along with the messages exchanged among them. The DOM parser reads the entire input XMI file and creates a tree structure in memory. When the DOM parser encounters an XML tags in the XMI, it parses the tag to describe what type of tags was encountered. The information obtained using the DOM Parser Module is then used to initialize all the data structures needed to construct the static WSCFG as stated in phase 1 of our MBGDS algorithm.

Further, SOAP messages generated during run-time execution of services and its clients serves as input to our SOSDS. These inputs helps the interceptor module to intercept SOAP messages exchanged among services during run-time. The intercepted SOAP messages provides information like time-stamp, request encoding, request preamble, request length, response encoding, response preamble, response length and more importantly, SOAP message body along with HTTP headers. These runtime information helps in initializing the data structure needed to construct dynamic SOSDG as stated in phase 2 of our MBGDS algorithm.

The GUI module construct WSCFG and SOSDG of the SoaML model in consultation with DOM parser and interceptor module. The slicer service modules takes the slicing criterion as input from the slicer service client and outputs the computed global dynamic slice. The GUI module updates the graph to reflect the computed global dynamic slices.

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented our MBGDS algorithm for web services written in Java. Our dynamic slicing tool is coded in Java and uses interceptor module of WS Monitor [41]. When the web service and their clients are made to run our slicing tool SOSDS, first the interceptor module intercepts the SOAP messages and stores the data in a hashmap called message info. Meanwhile the DOM parser module analyze the XML tags and construct the WSCFG from an SoaML sequence diagram (XMI representation) given as input. Using the WSCFG and the message info, the SOSDG is constructed statically. While constructing the SOSDG we store the data in a hashmap called service info. Each of this service info contains information: time-stamp, request encoding, request preamble, request length, response encoding, response preamble, response length, SOAP message body, HTTP headers. For constructing the SOSDG, we have used the following flags: data flow flag, control flow flag, intra-service flag, inter-service flag etc. For storing the SOSDG we have used the hashmap: Map sosdg = new HashMap(); If there is an edge from message node i to j then execute sosdg.put("i", "j", 1).
After constructing the SOSDG statically, we run the services along with their clients. After execution of each message we invoke the update global dynamic slice() method, which marks and unmarks the edges of SOSDG appropriately and updates the global dynamic slice. When the global dynamic slice of a message node and service is requested our slicer SOSDS provides the global dynamic slice for the given slicing criterion and also visualize SOSDG. The visualization of both the graphs, WSCFG and SOSDG was carried out by using JGraphT Library [18].

VII.IV DATA SET USED IN EXPERIMENTS

As per our knowledge there does not exist any benchmark data sets to validate Service-Oriented Software (SOS). Due to non-availability of such benchmark models, we use example available from the assignment submissions of the service-oriented computing course of my department. The case study was implemented in a laboratory. A batch of 20 students taking a laboratory assignment in their service-oriented computing course at VGECE, Chandkheda were considered. They were first asked to analysis and design an SoaML sequence diagram for a system description given in exercises of chapter 6 of a software engineering book [29]. Also instructed to implement each of the system as service-oriented software system and to use JAX-WS API to create web services. Even, we gave flexibility to choose system based on their own choice from any real SOA world examples. The SoaML sequence diagrams were constructed using Visual Paradigm [40], and had exported in corresponding XMI files. For experiment we selected important SoaML sequence diagrams (XMI representations), web services along with associated clients submitted by them. The maximum XMI file size was up to 15708 Lines of Tag (LOT) involving 11 services in service choreography with maximum up to 2145 Lines of Code (LOC). However, currently SOSDS can handle only intra-service and inter-service dependencies. We are extending it to handle the composition and exception handling dependencies.

VII.V EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have tested the working of SOSDS using case study examples as stated in [29] with inter-service and intra-service dependencies using WSDL.

The system configuration used to run SOSDS is Windows 7 Professional service pack 1, Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-3240 CPU@ 3.40GHz running at 3.40 GHz, with 4.00 GB RAM. All measured times reported in this section are overall times, including parsing and building of the both WSCFG and SOSDG representation. We studied the run-time requirements of our MBGDS algorithm for these case studies and for several runs. Table 1 summarizes the average run-time requirements of MBGDS algorithm. As we are not aware of existence of any algorithm for dynamic slicing of service-oriented programs, so we have not presented any comparative results. We have presented only the results obtained from our experiments. Since, we computed the dynamic slices at different messages of a services, we have calculated the average run-time requirements of the MBGDS algorithm. The performance results of our implementation agree with the theoretical analysis. From the experimental results, it can be observed that the average run-time increases sub-linearly as the no. of service increases in a service choreography.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Name of Case- Study</th>
<th>XML (#LOT)</th>
<th># Services</th>
<th># LOC</th>
<th>Average Run-Time (in Sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>OSS (lot) 15708</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2145</td>
<td>37.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HAS</td>
<td>5712</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>14.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>BAS</td>
<td>9150</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1189</td>
<td>21.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>RRTS</td>
<td>5812</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>13.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>RAS</td>
<td>5789</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>12.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>JIS</td>
<td>5101</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>12.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>LIS</td>
<td>9240</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>20.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>SCCS</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>13.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>5119</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>14.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>MPSS</td>
<td>5139</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>12.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>SAMS</td>
<td>5333</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>13.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>MSAS</td>
<td>5219</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>794</td>
<td>14.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>RRS</td>
<td>5318</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>14.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>MGCAS</td>
<td>5278</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>989</td>
<td>13.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>HRS</td>
<td>2411</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>13.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VIII. COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK

To our best of knowledge, no algorithm for dynamic slicing of service-oriented software has been proposed so far. We therefore compare the performance of our algorithm with the existing algorithms for static and dynamic slicing of models/languages. A comparison between the related work is presented in Table 2.

However, our MBGDS algorithm for dynamic slicing of service-oriented software incorporates several newer things as compared to other work reported in the literature. One new thing is in the computation of a dynamic slice based on both the sequence diagram and web services. The computed slice is based on the dependencies existing among different services that are distributed across various site. Slicing based on both model and services can efficiently correlate different services during run-time, and help understand how changing any one of service will impact the rest of the service choreography.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No</th>
<th>Related Work</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Slicing Entities</th>
<th>Slice Type</th>
<th>Slice Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>Software Architect</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Sliced Components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Thread</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Sliced objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[39, 38]</td>
<td>UML</td>
<td>Sequence diagram</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Test cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>J4</td>
<td>UML</td>
<td>Class and Sequence diagram</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Sliced objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Our MBGDS Algo</td>
<td>SoaML</td>
<td>Services and Sequence diagram</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Sliced messages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel algorithm for computing dynamic slices of service-oriented programs. We have named our algorithm Marking Based Global Dynamic Slicing (MBDS) algorithm. We consider the SoaML sequence diagram and services. Our algorithm uses Service-Oriented Software Dependency Graph (SOSDG) as the intermediate representation. The MBGDS algorithm is based on marking and unmarking the edges of the SOSDG as and when the dependencies arise and cease at run-time.

Our algorithm does not use any trace file to store the execution history. Also, it does not create additional message nodes during run-time. This saves the expensive file I=O and node creation steps. Another advantage of our approach is that when a request for a slice is made, it is easily available. We have developed a slicer to verify the proposed algorithm.
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